
BUILD GUIDES WITH 
TARGETED PLACEMENT 

Leverage an intuitive user interface to create guides and 
place them in Xactly solutions.

UTILIZE USER SEGMENTATION
Create, edit and maintain user segments to drive 

more targeted messages and content based on role, time in 
role and more.  

GENERATE IN-APP MESSAGES
Share need to know information, reminders 

and organizational updates to maintain consistent 
communication.

A recent research study focused on employee engagement and retention stated that 79% of respondents reported being 
disengaged at work to some degree, leading to low job satisfaction and engagement. 

Sales turnover stats have show that it is essential to understand and invest in proper training to have team members start off 
on the right foot. Doing so without interrupting the day to day workflow is another key component to avoiding debilitating 
factors such as information overload. Connecting users with only the information they need to do their jobs in a timely manner 
is essential. 

Xactly Show Me™ is designed to improve the user experience and increase adoption of Xactly products by providing targeted 
user support and alerts to drive engagement. It also provides administrative users deep analytics to audit content, and 
segmentation capabilities.

Digital Adoption 
Solutions 
Enhance product experience and 
user adoption to maximize return on 
software investment

https://www.xactlycorp.com/blog/sales-turnover-statistics
https://www.xactlycorp.com/blog/sales-turnover-statistics


ACCESS CLICK PATHS AND USAGE ANALYTICS
Monitor usage analytics to determine if help content is being used, or where it may be needed. View click paths, 

identify where users are dropping off, and adjust content placement to ensure users are getting the most out of the solution.

Why Xactly Show Me™?
Xactly has 17+ years of experience helping organizations reduce the burden on manual work, so they can and spend 
more time executing. Xactly Show Me helps organizations automate and optimize new user onboarding, support digital 
transformation, and increase employee transparency and engagement. Show Me is purpose built for Xactly products, helping 
increase time to value of Xactly solutions by providing in-app and in-workflow help content.

>>  READY TO GET STARTED?  <<
To learn more about Xactly Show Me™, visit our website to request a demo at xactlycorp.com. 

ABOUT XACTLY
Xactly has helped thousands of companies and millions of sellers around the world beat their revenue targets. Using Xactly’s solutions, leaders look past the 
current quarter to create revenue streams for long-term growth.

The Xactly Intelligent Revenue Platform marries artificial intelligence and 17 years of proprietary data in easy-to-use applications. Sentiment, process and 
trend analysis come together to form accurate machine forecasts. Quick identification and implementation of revenue plan, quota and territory improvements 
is easy. And, rapid calculation of even the most complex compensation plans keeps sales reps motivated and on track. This makes the Xactly Intelligent 
Revenue Platform the only solution that aligns seller behavior with boardroom strategy to create a resilient, predictable and profitable business.

https://www.xactlycorp.com/request-demo

